EUGENIO DI RIENZO, Cento anni 1917-2017

With the release of its first number of the year 2017, «Nuova Rivista Storica» (NRS) will turn one hundred years of age. In our cultural landscape, NRS is - along with «Archivio Storico Italiano» (1842) and «Rivista Storica Italiana» (1884) - the oldest generalist historical journal covering all aspects of Italian and world history. NRS is a journal of «general history», without ideological or methodological bias. In providing room for Italian and international historical research, its mission is to enhance the relationship between the history of the past and the present. NRS remains open to every historiographical approach and welcomes contribution from other disciplines such as Geopolitics. At the same time, however, NRS is aware that this open-minded attitude should not lead to a political or sociological drift or, worse, to a disintegration of historical knowledge in a nebula of categories and subcategories, ephemeral and scarcely significant, which could prevent an analysis of the past in its genuine and broader sense.
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